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Foreword
In 1991, ‘plastic’ fraud–involving cheque and credit cards–stood at a high of
£165.6 million. In that year a Home Office funded study, led by Professor
Levi (Cardiff University), identified a range of preventive strategies. Most of
these were subsequently implemented by the banking industry and other
s t a ke h o l d e rs. By 1996 plastic fraud had fallen to £97.1 million. In
p ro p o r tional terms, the picture was even better, when allowing fo r
increasing card usage over this period: fraud levels dropped from 0.31 per
cent to 0.09 per cent of card turnover.
APACS - the Association of Payment Clearing Services, representing banks
and building societies at the heart of the UK payments industry–had been
closely involved with planning and implementing the preventive strategies.
APACS was keen for an objective assessment of how far these strategies
could claim credit for the substantial fall in fraud described above. Bearing
in mind the more recent rise in new types of fraud (such as ‘credit card not
present’, when orders are taken over the telephone) there was alsoconcern
to look ahead to future risks and to the industry’s capacity to ‘gear up’
against innovative crime.
The re s e a rch re p o rted here describes the implementation of the 1991
re p o rt ’s recommendations, assesses the contribution of the preve n t i ve
measures to the subsequent fall in fraud, and looks to future risks and how
to address them. The research was again led by Professor Levi. In a fruitful
c o l l ab o ra t i ve ve n t u re, APACS provided the funds and the Home Offi c e
Research and Statistics Directorate assured quality and independence of the
findings, pri n c i p a l ly through ch a i ring a steering group, on which an
independent academic, Professor Ken Pease of Huddersfield University, also
sat.
The report concludes that the successful reduction in plastic fraud can
largely be attributed to the preventive measures taken. However, it also
observes that the price of fraud prevention is eternal vigilance, including the
ability to respond flexibly to fraudsters’ strategies within the ever-changing
limits posed by cost-effectiveness.
CHRIS LEWIS
Head of Offenders and Corrections Unit
Research and Statistics Directorate
March 1998
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The prevention of plastic and
cheque fraud revisited

Introduction
When Michael Levi–the primary author of this report–was commissioned in
1990 to carry out a study of the prevention of cheque and credit card fraud,
financial institutions were about to experience the highest ever levels of
plastic fraud to date: £165 million, a dramatic rise from £69.3 million only
three years earlier. As a component of the level of UK retail bank bad debt
from commercial and personal lending–averaging over £4 billion a year
during the 1990s - bank and building society losses from cheque and plastic
fraud were then and remain relatively modest. For retailers, plastic fraud is
an even smaller proportion of their total losses from crime and bad debt,
with implications for the priority that they would ‘naturally’ give to reducing
it. However, both ‘government’ (in the broad sense of that term, including
police ) and the pri vate sect or 1 s aw che que an d plastic f ra u d :

• as an area of potentially avoidable loss for victims, who comprise
mostly financial institutions but include also retailers and individuals;2
• area of gain for criminals that might be used to fund other types of
crime, including ‘criminal capital’ for wholesale narcotics purchases;3
and
• f rom a police pers p e c t i ve, as an unnecessary drain on police
re s o u rces, in the sense that better prevention would enable the
police to focus time (including paperwork time) on other activities.
In 1990, neither government nor the public appreciated how little plastic
fraud the banks and other card issuers reported to the police, nor how
1
2

3

We are not suggesting that either public or private sectors are homogeneous in their attitudes: we are summarising
here what interviews and other sources would show were dominant tendencies.
In Britain, by contrast with some other European countries and Australia, the maximum that cardholders can be
expected to contribute is £50, except where either cardholder fraud or gross negligence (such as leaving the PIN
with the card, or demonstrably waiting for days between discovery that the card is missing and reporting) is
reasonably suspected. In practice, even this £50 is waived, partly due to competitive ‘customer care’ marketing. The
Code of Banking Practice states (para. 4.14 to 4.16):
‘If your card is misused beore you tell us of its loss or theft, or that someone else knows your PIN, your liability will
be limited to a maximum of £50, unless you act fraudulently or with gross negligence.
Where a card transaction is disputed, we have the burden of proving fraud or gross negligence or that you have
re c e i ved your card. In such cases we would expect you to co-operate with us and with the police in any
investigation.
If you act fraudulently you will be liable for all losses. If you act with gross negligence which has caused losses you
may be liable for them. This may apply if you fail to follow the safeguards set out in section 4.8.’
Besides, officialdom normally regard ‘crimes’ as bad in themselves rather than looking at social redistribution costs
and benefits: a consistent focus on the latter might generate a radically different set of policing policies.
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complex were the national and international relationships between the
commercial actors involved. Since the earlier study, there have been some
ch a n ge s in the nature of the ‘crime control market’ which we will
summarise later, but the basic elements of the structure remain as they were.
The commercial actors currently include:
• card issuers–general banks and building societies with a major High
Street presence
•

branch-less specialist card issuers (such as First Direct and MBNA)

•

retail store-card issuers (covering stores ranging in typical shopper
status from Argos and Dixons to Harrods and Selfridges) offe ri n g
‘instant credit’ and hoping for customer loyalty

• credit reference agencies–principally Equifax and Experian (formerly
CCN)–who, alongside the not-for-profit CIFAS (Credit Industry Fraud
Avoidance System), vet credit applications for evidence of fraud
• the banks who ‘acquire’ merchants and charge a fee in exchange for
processing their transactions and in effect lending the money to them
•

the global card networks–Visa and MasterCard–with smaller volume
players such as American Express and Diner’s Club, who process
transactions and provide add-on risk (including fraud) prevention
services

•

national card netwo rks, such as Switch, which do not have an
international capacity

• third-party card transaction processors, such as FDR, who deal with
merchant data on behalf of acquirers
•

the retailers, great and small

•

the data broadcasters, who send information about lost and stolen
cards electronically to the stores’ terminals

•

lawful cardholders and

• fraudsters and the chain of offenders–including thieves, burg l a rs ,
‘ fences’, dishonest merchants, plus dr ugs d ealer s and other
‘expenditure outlets’– who connect with them.
Although it is not appropriate for us as researchers to set out any ideal
configuration of commercial relationships, the interaction between (a) the
outcome of the free development of services in a ‘market society’ and (b)
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the behavioural opportunities for those who are motivated to defraud is
n e c e s s a ry to any proper understanding both of patterns of plastic and
cheque fraud and of what can be done about the levels of fraud. In this
sense, the organisation of society and, in particular, of commercial practices
creates the environment which makes crime possible or even positively
a t t ra c t i ve. Such a view is consistent with the classic ‘routine activity’
perspective of Cohen and Felson, (1979)–later modified to include a greater
stress on situational motivation elements (Clarke, 1997; Clarke and Homel,
1997)–that there are three core components that determine crime levels:
• the availability of suitable targets
• the absence of capable guardians
• the presence of motivated offenders.
We do not subscribe to the view that ‘situational opportunity’ is always the
most illuminating or even the most practical way of analysing or addressing
crime prevention.4 But it seems clear to us, (i) on a priori grounds and (ii)
on the basis of a previous study (Levi et al., 1991) and of examples that we
will be presenting here, that major plastic card and retail industry players
h ave affected and can contin ue to af fect f raud rates b y re d u c i n g
opportunities to offend. This is partly because up to a point individually
but especially when acting collectively, they are in a better position to
exe rcise control over the ‘criminal market’ than are most actual and
potential crime victims. In other words, card issuers, merchant acquirers
and retailers can act–within limits–as ‘capable guardians’: some of those
limits are inherent, but others are alterable given the appropriate awareness
and incentives. We think the ‘capable guardians’ argument needs to include
the card h o l d e r, although some situations (e.g. ro bb e ry) might re n d e r
cardholders less capable than others (negligent loss etc.).
Looked at from the point of view of what potential fraudsters would have to
do in order to achieve their objectives (which relates also to the longevity
and scale of their ambitions), we may note that fraudsters must
• obtain cards (or counterfeit/virtual reality instruments that will ‘pass
for’ cards)
• obtain with them money and/or goods that they can either consume
or re-sell
•

avoid whatever penal sanctions they are unpre p a red to suf fe r. 5

4

Arguably, some issues require and/or ethically merit more structural ‘solutions’ than can be achieved by situational
manipulation.
Though individuals may vary considerably in the point at which their attitudes shift, different levels of punishment
are salient at dif ferent stages of offenders’ lives, and it may take g reater punishment once offenders have ‘tasted the
buzz’ from fraud at the beginning. (Conversely, when the ‘buzz’ is in decline, lesser punishments may still induce
offenders to desist.) Judgements of penalty severity vary also among offenders, and between offenders and the
‘general population’.

5
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We will deal later in some detail with the mechanism by which cards are
obtained, but the most common method has been via the mainstre a m
property crime ‘market’: In this sense, fraud prevention and target suitability
a re linked to measures to prevent (and conve rs e ly, unintentionally to
facilitate) property crimes including principally burglary and theft from the
mail, from motor vehicles, offices, homes and leisure areas. The skills of
people prepared to offend may determine whether in practice a target is
‘suitable’ or a guardian ‘capable’, and this can vary over time: technical
‘barriers to entry’ can arise for any crime, but what looks like an insuperable
technical obstacle at one time may become an easy target at least for some
offenders at another, because:
•

existing offenders adapt their skills to the new prevention methods

•

new entrants with adequate skills come to the criminal market

• previous offenders combine with each other or with former nonoffenders in such a way that the crimes become possible.
We might argue that skills are necessary but insufficient determinants of
whether a target is suitable, but knowledge and attitudes of both potential
victims and offenders might also make an important contribution.
Displacement can take place overseas, where roughly a quarter of card
losses are sustained, though this involves effort, cost and a willingness to
take risks in an alien legal environment. Displacement risks here may not
involve the same offenders: when opportunist amateurs are squeezed out of
the criminal market by technical developments, new entrants can come
from the ranks of ‘professional criminals’ or from persons who are educated
and/or have a business back ground, for example merchants who are
tempted by criminal opportunities or ‘teckies’ (technical computer
obsessives). Arguably, some technological changes that were quite unrelated
to crime unintentionally made some types of fraud easier, at least for a while,
reducing the skills barriers to entry for motivated offenders (see further,
Ekblom, 1997; Levi and Pithouse, forthcoming). Quality colour scanners and
p h o t o c o p i e rs, for example, simplify the counterfeiting of d o c u m e n t s
including cheques (which consequently had to be adapted); and (a) widely
ava i l able encoding machines for magnetic stripes and (b) credit card
number-generating and other software readily available from the Internet
have had some effect on the counterfeit and mail/telephone order–the latter
often referred to in the industry as ‘Card Not Present’–component of plastic
fraud. As domestic computers become ever-faster and more powerful, their
ability to crack routine encryption will rise, necessitating the longer codes
that have long been resisted by the intelligence and law enfo rc e m e n t
authorities (especially in the US) precisely because it would take them
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longer to ‘crack’ data, though the ability to decode information does not
mean automatically that one will be able to re-program data or re-create
cards for fraudulent purposes. However, depending on the discipline and
ideology of the ‘teckies’–who historically have been inclined to boast of
their exploits rather than to suppress them (Sutton and Mann, in press)–
breaches of technology can be disseminated almost instantaneously via the
Internet, thus generating large potential losses in a short time. Our central
point is that the inter-relation between fraud controls and offender skills and
networks is an ongoing dynamic and is unlikely ever to be frozen for long.
Thus fraud prevention strategies have to be flexible and build in routinely
a l t e rn a t i ve responses to unplanned obsolescence, leaving the minimum
‘window of opportunity’ for fraudsters.
Nevertheless, plastic fraud prevention can be expected to generate–and, as
we shall show, during the 1990s has generated–a need among those ‘willing
to offend’ to possess higher levels of technical ability or knowledge of
prevention methodology than existed at the beginning of the 1990s, and this
may reward the smaller number of people who are technologically adept
and/or can corrupt those ‘gateke e p e rs’ who have responsibility fo r
controlling them. The latter range from (a) retail store staff–who may have
knowledge of referral limits (authorisation levels) for payments–through (b)
‘computer buffs’ who make electronic copies of card transaction data for
c o u n t e r feiting cards and may try to decrypt and re - e n c rypt smart card
algorithms, to (c) bank staff (including technical support staff) who, under
ra re circums tances, may find ways of re c o rding the PIN (Pe rs o n a l
Identification Number) used in the ATM (Automated Teller Machine) or
other methods of ‘beating the system’.6 Nor, except in the final analysis, is
enhancing plastic fraud prevention simply a question of ch a n ging the
behaviour of individuals: collectively, industry bodies (such as APACS, the
Association for Payment Clearing Services, in the case of card issuers and
merchant acquirers, and the British Retail Consortium, for large and some
smaller re t a i l e rs); their member (and non-member) organisations; and
individual stores and bank branches represent a lengthy chain of interests
and persons through whom fraud prevention objectives are unavoidably
refracted. The objectives of fraud prevention may be passed successfully
down the chain, but the motivation and the know-how of prevention may be
harder to communicate.
This research study has several objectives, including principally:
• a rev i ew o f w hat happe ne d to both fraud itse lf and t o the
recommendations that we re made in the 1991 re p o rt, ge n e ra l ly
known in the banking industry as ‘the Levi report’
• an explanation–or as good an explanation as the data allow–of
6

We have been informed that banks consider their security to be adequate in combatting internal threats: there is a
well-established methodology promoted by APACS which, to the extent that it is implemented, will minimise the
potential for insider corruption, will generate audit trails should staff fail to resist temptation, and will reduce the
scale of any fraud that they may be able to commit.
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why these changes to fraud occurred; and
• an examination of likely future trends and whether business people
and the police are ‘properly’ geared up to face those likely outcomes.
In the light of these objectives, it may be helpful to readers to set out what
the recommendations of the first report (Levi et al., 1991) were, before
launching into the detailed analysis of what was done in the intervening
p e riod. For reason s of sp ace in this re p o r t, our rev i ew of th ese
developments will inevitably be somewhat terse. A more detailed account
may be made available through the Home Office Research and Statistics
Directorate website.

Credit, Debit and Cheque Card Fraud: Some Key
Prevention Recommendations from the 1991 ‘Levi
Report’
Applications for cards
• M e rge data sets in the industr y, even at the risk of re d u c i n g
competition among fraud and ‘doubtful address’ database suppliers.
[Largely done, through the Credit Industry Fraud Avoidance System
(CIFAS) and credit bureaux Equifax and Experian.]
• Initiate tighter controls over requests to redirect mail, including rechecking requests with customers. [Done, at least in principle, with
assistance from the postal service.]

Card and cheque theft
• Continue crime pattern analysis to identify insecure addresses. [Done,
to the extent that fraudsters’ addresses and other identifiers remain
roughly stable]
• Customer collection by or secure delivery to persons living in the
areas identified above. [Done.]
• Card awareness campaigns among the public, particularly at work,
while travelling, at leisure, and even at point of sale, to re d u c e
accidental loss and theft. Changing habits is difficult, but a useful
focus here would be on the inconvenience of card loss, though in
p ractice, this is counteracted by customer service pre s s u res to
minimise customer inconvenience. To reduce multiple card theft,
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people should only carry cards that they expect to use that day.
[ Vi go rous ge n e ral campaigns in early stages, and more targe t e d
campaigns subsequently. Working out likely personal card use in this
way is probably quite rare, and is not encouraged by smaller card
issuers to multiple card-holders, who are concerned that it might
inhibit spending on their card.]
•

Cheque awareness campaigns among businesspeople, to increase
their awareness of the risks of cheques being stolen in incoming and
outgoing mail. [Largely done, though the population base changes
gradually.]

• Cardholder awareness of the risks of telemarketing fraud–making
orders by telephone or post by providing personal and card details
w h i ch can be used for fraudule nt transactions by dishon est
traders–by not giving credit card details on the telephone more often
than is absolutely essential. [Done, but hard to achieve full impact
without dismantling altogether the use of the service, which is
convenient for consumers.]

Card misuse
• Allow customers to select their own Personal Identification Numbers,
to reduce the chance of their writing down their number in a
document that is likely to be stolen or looked at (even perhaps by
people in their own household) with their card. [Done by some
issuers, and aimed at by all by 2002.]
• Reduce telecommunications and terminal costs, which are the key to
i n c reased on-line authorisation. [Done as a result of industri a l
bargaining, though costs still inhibit levels compared with Spain and
US.]
• Encourage on-line card authorisation mechanisms and technology to
vary floor limits from remote terminals, making it more difficult for
fraudsters (including store staff) to predict safe card expenditures.
[Done, usually with local knowledge, but occasionally with remotely
controlled variations.]
• I n t ro duce laser-en graved Payment Au t h o r isation Cards with
photographs, which will reduce the number of people who can pass
off cards as their own. We cannot be certain, however, that this will
bring net benefits to financial institutions. [Done by one bank–the
Royal Bank of Scotland–extensively on its ordinary credit and debit
c a rd products, but not fo l l owed by others after piloting. Cost-
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e ffe c t i ve for some institutions, especially taking into account as
savings the private and public sector costs of dealing with frauds. But
subject to fur ther falls in implementation costs, pro b ably not
generally economically cost-effective for card issuers as a whole, since
costs per photo-card are high and visual ch e cking is not done
rigorously.]
• Improve staff training and encourage the retaining of suspect cards.
Setting ‘charge-backs’ from the banks for invalid signatures against the
individual store manager’s performance targets may encourage them
to train staff properly. Staff also need greater awareness of what
aspects of the card are validated by the authorisation process. [Done
as far as practicable, given resources and staff turnover. Charge-backs
remain a controversial area for conflict between issuer, acquirer and
trader.]
• Tighten controls over merchants by acquirers, checking them against
collective ‘terminated merchant’ files and, if appropriate, obtaining
merchants’ photographs. Also, continuous monitoring of merchants’
accounts to prevent them passing counterfeit vouchers (including
those of numbers obtained by telemarketing) through their stores.
[Done through vetting by individual merchant acquirers and through
the Vi s a - a d m i n i s t e red National Merchant Alert service, though
technology is currently only beginning to make photos of merchants
e l e c t ro n i c a l ly searchable, and investment in the identification of
‘risky’ merchants is highly variable.]

Cheque misuse
• Improve security for business cheques, with holograms and other
measures to make cheques harder to photocopy and successfully
present for payment. [Done.]
• Tighten controls on the opening of accounts and the acceptance of
c o u n t e rsigned third - p a rty cheques. Adherence to the Guidance
Notes issued by the Joint Money-Laundering Committee and issued by
banks and building societies to prevent money-laundering will help
this. [Done.]

Policing changes
• Improve regional or national handwriting examination facilities, paid
for by banks or police authorities. [Done to a modest extent, due to
funding constraints.]
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• Regionalise cheque squads, and particularly cheque and credit card
fraud intelligence. At present, cheque squads only deal with cheques
that are stolen from that Force area, not with cheques that are passed
within the Fo rce area but stolen elsew h e re. If only cri m i n a l
intelligence is regionalised or nationalised, mechanisms which ensure
a p p ro p riate fo l l ow-up action are vital. [Not done fo rm a l ly, and
informal co-operation is inhibited by funding difficulties. Of those
forces that have cheque squads, many simply collate intelligence and
have no operational capacity. The exclusive focus of some forces on
cheques rather than plastic frauds is also questionable.]
• Include offences of theft of cheque books and of cheque and credit
cards, and the fraudulent use of lost and stolen cheques and cards, as
separate categories in incident-based crime recording systems. [Done
intermittently.]
• Encourage bank-police liaison throughout the country at operational
as well as senior level. [Done, though with modest impact due to
policing resources.]
• Change credit card voucher system, so that store or bank, rather than
fraudster, retains the top copy with fingerprints and good signature.
This would make vouchers forensically useful in investigations and
prosecutions, and would bring the UK in line with the rest of the
world. [Done experimentally, with poor prosecution results–partly
because of operational retrieval difficulties–and not adopted outside
Scotland, though some multiples such as Marks & Spencer and
Sainsbury’s retain the top copy.]
There seems to be considerable variability between police forces in their
approach to cheque and credit card fraud. The ACPO Working Group set up
in the aftermath of the 1991 Report identified six core recommendations:
1.

Each force should establish a Force Cheque and Credit Card Squad
which should include an intelligence officer and handwriting analyst.

2.

Intelligence officers should liaise closely with adjoining forces both
formally and through regular regional meetings.

3.

Greater emphasis should be placed on crime prevention. In particular,
credit card design should use the latest available technology including
smart cards utilising biometrics in the longer term.7

4.

Given the high volume of fraudulent cheque and credit card

7

Perhaps the ‘latest technology’ point is overdone here. Something like CVC2/CVV2 - the addition of numbers on the
card signature panel which are not readable electronically - is a very ‘low-tech’ device which can disrupt skimming
operations if used properly. The fraudster can circumvent it without high levels of technological sophistication, but
it is a time consuming disruption and that alone may be adequate as a deterrent.
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transactions, each cheque and credit card squad should be equipped
with computing equipment capable of cataloguing cheques and
retrieving information in a standardised format.
5.

The ‘Pounds’ system of handwriting analysis should become the basic
system. There is a need to train e very officer as to their responsibilities
in respect of cheque and credit card investigations.

6.

[T]he Police Service should actively seek sponsorship from [financial
institutions] to fund these recommendations.

In the three years since that ACPO report, the policing of cheque and,
e s p e c i a l ly, plastic card fraud remains far re m oved from these modest
objectives. Only the fifth objective–handwriting analysis and training on
basic investigation–is close to achievement. The sixth–the search for outside
sponsorship–occurs ad hoc with support for particular operations in relation
to marginal expenditure such as cars, equipment of various kinds (including
free card magnetic stripe readers supplied almost on demand, which are
useful in custody suites to check the authenticity of cards in the possession
of those arrested). The banks are using the latest technologies subject to
cost and acceptability to major re t a i l e rs, though many police offi c e rs
interviewed point out that banks can afford to pay more. However, the
other objectives are unrealised. On liaison, apart from ongoing info rm a l
contacts and APACS working groups, there are Southern England and Wales
meetings facilitated by the City of London police, but as we write, there
have not yet been any in the North. On investigation, Strathclyde Police only
do reactive, no proactive, investigation of plastic fraud: the very opposite is
t rue of t he Metropol itan Police, whose cen tral squ ad produ ced a
controversial memorandum setting out, inter alia, that they would not do
any reactive investigations unless there was an overwhelming reason to do
so. The City of London cheque squad–and some others–do both reactive
and proactive investigations. There was no opportunity to do any systematic
analysis of divisional investigative work in this study–which is concerned
principally with prevention–but informal discussions suggest that except for
the effects of talks by Cheque Squad officers on how uniformed and CID
officers can make use of cheque and plastic card data, only modest attention
is paid to these activities in the divisions. The number of pro a c t i ve
i nvestigations into ‘skimming’ or collusive tra d e rs in the divisions is
reckoned to be modest by both police and industry sources.
Of the 43 police fo rces in England and Wales, as we write, 25 have a
designated cheque and/or credit card squad–of whom over a quarter will not
deal with plastic frauds–and one other expressed the intention of forming
one within the next financial year: these, like many headquarters services
under ‘devolved policing’, are under threat where divisional police ‘fund-
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holders’ are not prepared to pay for their assistance. (See, more generally,
L evi and Pithous e, fo rthcoming.) Only one of these squads had no
h a n dw riting analysis facility: the majority have a full time analyst as a
member of the squad. However, most of the work done by most squads
relates to cheque rather than plastic fraud, and many are engaged in
collating intelligence rather than making arrests, suffering the common
p ro blem of pre p a ring ‘pack ages’ for divisional offi c e rs who may have
insufficient time to act upon them.
We will now summarise the principal areas of change in fraud prevention
over the past six years in the UK–fuller analysis will be made in a later
work–and make some brief recommendations about what needs to be done
to keep plastic fraud within tolerable limits in future. It should be noted
that many of these prevention initiatives are inter-related, and form part of a
flexible strategy developed in the Plastic Fraud Prevention Forum which was
e s t ablished in the aftermath of the fi rst ‘Levi re p o rt’. This stra t e gy
contained some short and medium term proposals, most of which–with the
exception of the move towards the use of a PIN for transactions at the point
of sale, whose time may yet re-emerge–have been implemented. It would
be unrealistic to expect total harmony of perspective, since even among
card issuers, let alone in card issuer/retailer/police relationships, there are
many conflicts of interest and highly variable real and opportunity costs of
implementing particular measures. But as a method of ‘gearing up against
crime’ (Ekblom, 1997), the social as well as professional process involved
has been very worthwhile, even if it is a model that is difficult to apply in
many sectors of crime prevention.

Some existing fraud prevention initiatives
1

In the card issuing environment

• Improved technology and participation within the card industry and
r ight acro ss t he cre d i t - gran ting industr y t o searc h ou t fo r
discrepancies in multiple serial and contemporaneous fraudulent
applications.

2

In the card security environment

•

Better use of prior experience to identify ‘risky addresses’ and to
deliver cards securely to them or require card-holders to collect their
cards.

•

Better physical security devices to make counterfeiting more difficult.

•

Use o f lase r-e ngraved ph otographs and sig natures to m ake
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impersonation harder.

3

In the retail environment

• Better modelling of individual card-holders’ expenditure patterns to
pick out possible fraudulent transactions made following (i) card theft
or (ii) use of genuine card-holder details to create counterfeit cards
and transactions, with prompt follow-up calls to card-holders to check
that they still have their cards or that the transaction was theirs.
• Increased authorisation le vels on card transactions (from 10% in 1991
to 45% in 1996) and reduced floor limits above which transactions
have to be authorised to be guaranteed, via financial incentives to
retailers
• Better technology to transmit data on cards reported lost and stolen
quickly to retailers.
• Better control of fraud committed by merchants, including national
databases of ‘struck-off’ merchants.
• I m p roved liaison and education campaigns with press, re t a i l e rs ,
cardholders and police (‘Card Watch’).
• Greater involvement of retailers in the planning of bank-led anti-fraud
initiatives.

4

In the public policing environment

• Modest efforts to develop fraud intelligence–mainly in the area of
c he ques–and some maj or in telligen ce-led investigatio ns o f
counterfeiting, ‘skimming’ (i.e. re-encoding genuine card-holder data
on a different genuine card), and ‘organised crime’ networks.
The net effect of these prevention initiatives has been that charge card,
cheque card, credit card and debit card fraud have fallen substantially during
the 1990s, almost halving by 1995 compared with 1991 before rising in 1996
to £97.1 million, still less than two-thirds of the 1992 peak. The ratio of
fraud to turnover on sales of goods–the obtaining of money directly being
much harder and therefore treated separately by us because of the distorting
effects of cash debit card usage–has fallen almost five-fold from 0.38 per cent
to 0.09 per cent over the same period. Our analysis suggests that these falls
have been genuine ones and have not been an artefact either of changes in
recording practices or of changes in the underlying rates of crimes (such as
b u rg l a ry or theft from cars) that give rise to the availability of cards to
criminals. The savings are shown overleaf in Table 1.1:
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Of the ‘cumulative savings’ projections, we find the lower one–£748.7
million (rising in subsequent ye a rs)–to be more plausible because the
growth of low fraud risk ATM use creates an artificial ‘benefit’ which will
i n c rease as th ey replace cash obtaine d fro m bank c ounter st aff.
( T h e o re t i c a l ly, these cumu l a t i ve savings would grow over time even if
turnover remained constant.) In our judgement, only lack of criminal skills
and networks would have acted as natural constraints on the growth of
plastic fraud.
It is not easy to assess the benefits from plastic (or other financial services)
f raud prevention, because public confidenc e in institutions and in
technology is a core component of banking strategy and profitability, and
whatever the level of direct fraud losses (and costs of fraud prevention),
confidence is an objective in itself. Moreover, fraud prevention ‘piggy-backs’
on other technological and organisational changes, many of which would
have occurred anyway, making proper cost-benefit analysis more arduous
than we have had time for. Likewise, it has been difficult to isolate the
impact of individual measures–which tend to be interactive–but our research
shows clear fraud reduction effects from Experian’s ‘discrepancy analysis’ in
multiple credit applications and from ch e cks on new credit applicants
against the CIFAS and National Hunter databases; from secure card delivery;
f rom increased authorisation rates and reduced floor limits; from card
scheme anti-counterfeiting measures to prevent simple copying of card data;
from the striking off of merchants suspected of colluding with fraudsters and
their placement on a ‘black list’; from ‘hot card files’ on lost and stolen
cheque, credit and debit cards; and from proactive card issuer identification
of ‘out of character’ card transactions that may indicate that a card has been
lost or stolen but not yet reported to them as such. Two illustrations sho w
first, the impact of co-operation between card issuers, merchant acquirers,
card schemes and retailers on the level of fraud at the retail point of sale;
and second, the impact of secure card delivery on frauds.

Table 1.2: Losses on lost and stolen credit, debit and charge
cards (£m)
1991
124.1

1992
123.2

1993
98.5

1994
71.1

1995
60.1

1996
60.0

In 1991, only 10 per cent of card purchases had to be authorised by the card
issuers. During 1992, authorisations rose to 13 per cent because floor limits
above which authorisations were required were reduced in eight key retail
a reas, though not in superm a rkets and petrol stations because of high
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telecommunications costs on high volume, low value transactions. APACS
a d m i n i s t e red a fund from merchant acquire rs to support the dri ve fo r
reduced floor limits, extended to 20 major retail areas by the end of 1994;
by 1996, 45 per cent of transactions (including supermarkets and petrol
stations) required authorisation. The National Merchant Alert Service set up
by Visa in 1992, listing merchants terminated by all APACS members for
suspected fraud and credit risk, contributed to lower fraud on lost and stolen
cards as well as to lower crude counterfeit such as embossing card numbers
on white plastic. The Industry Hot Card file also played a significant role in
reducing losses: for example, patterns of cheque card fraud dro p p e d
markedly when Transax Equifax obtained increasing lists of stolen cards
from banks. The impact of electronic ‘hot card’ blocks is shown by the fact
that ‘pre-status fraud’–fraud before the card is reported lost or stolen and a
block put on its use where possible–rose to 60 per cent of total fraud in
1996, compared with 30 per cent in 1991.
The effects of tighter controls on the delivery of cards to addresses where
fraud has occurred before and on postal routes on which fraud is particularly
prevalent are shown below.

Table 1.3 Losses on cards not received (£m)
1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

32.9

29.6

18.2

12.6

9.1

10.0

Though savings are much greater where security measures are used by a
minority of issuers, there has been substantially reduced fraud on Royal Bank
of Scotland cards with engraved signatures and photographs: their cost
effectiveness is enhanced by taking into account the cost of action against
f raud, reduced disputes with re t a i l e rs over signatures (which can be
retrieved easily from the database), and eliminated tampering with signature
strips. In the cheques arena, the Transax Equifax cheque guarantee service
(based on hot card files and other screening risk data), improvements in
cheque printing, and identification requirements on new account opening
because of money - l a u n d e ring legislation have made an impact, though
business cheques still provide substantial opportunities to defraud for those
with sufficient nerve. There are also identified positive results from some
policing initiatives against high-rate fraudsters, by the use of informants from
the underworld and from industry, and by surveillance.
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Plastic fraud prevention recommendations for the future
General strategic analysis and recommendations
The price of fraud prevention is eternal vigilance, including the ability to
respond flexibly to fraudsters’ strategies within the ever-changing limits
posed by cost-effectiveness. The mutuality of interests principle embodied
in the industry mantra that ‘fraud is not a competitive issue’ is under some
threat from (a) aggressive marketing drives and (b) inequalities in the ratio of
c o n t ributions to benefits accruing to diffe rent card issuers from fra u d
prevention measures. The latter can produce what one might describe as a
‘beggar my neighbour a lot even if I get slightly beggared too’ attitude in a
highly competitive climate where there is a real risk of loss of market share
to competitors–whether bank card or retail card issuers–who benefit from
collective fraud prevention arrangements. (We do not wish readers to feel
trapped too heavily by economic theory here, but there is here a tension
between (a) preserving Pareto optimality–a condition in which everyone
benefits from a change–which has been achieved by measures implemented
by the Plastic Fraud Prevention Fo rum and rev i ewed earlier, and (b)
maximising the strategic position of any one company with the goal of longterm profit maximisation whatever the consequences for its short-term
profits or for other social ‘stakeholders’.)
If the overall benefits of fraud prevention–which measures in our judgement
suppress fraud but do not permanently displace it, since fraud levels will
soon rise dramatically again if the controls are relaxed–are to be sustained,
then in addition to continuing the existing prevention measures set out
above, we consider that there are several issues that are worthy of serious
c o n s i d e rat ion by t he card indu str y and re t a i l e r s.
So me of o ur
recommendations apply to the area of focused data collection. The
remainder relate to card issuers, merchant acquirers, retailers, the police,
and the Home Office itself (in relation to crime recording). We emphasise
that –as with th e con tro l of disease b y im mu nisatio n and
antibiotics–measures may work best in a variety of combinations, so that one
does not rely principally on any one immune device: once breached, the
French ‘Maginot line’ proved useless in the Second World War, and flexible
response is needed in anti-offender strategies also, with ‘second-phase’
p revention methods being developed even as ‘fi r st-phase’ ones are
introduced.
One way of analysing the control problems is to review the ways in which
cards or the functions of cards are successfully used by criminals and to
suggest measures that can be expected to have most impact on them. These
are:
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1. Applications fraud
The largest impact is the prevention of multiple applications by the same
person or members of the same ring, via the trawling of large data-sets with
rapid input of new applications data to search for commonalities and
discrepancies. The wider the reach of these databases throughout the
credit and claimant industry, the more effective they are likely to be, though
the benefits to fraud prevention need to be weighed against pri va c y
considerations and the point at which marginal returns from extra data
sources decline substantially is not yet evaluated (and may change over
time). In addition to the important co-ordinating role played by the Credit
Industry Fraud Avoidance System (hereafter, CIFAS) in warning other credit
grantors of frauds associated with a particular person previously, private
sector databases such as National Hunter and discrepancy analysis-plusdatabase products such as Experian’s Detect will and should continue to
play a key role in the applications fraud arena. Dynamic liaison between
councils and credit reference agencies on current vacancies can help to
prevent ‘empty house’ fraud, whereby applications from apparently solid but
unocc upied addresses–sometimes with cor rupt complicity by local
gove rnment employees–can deceive credit gra n t o rs: these could be
s t rengthened further by data matching techniques using info rm a t i o n
supplied by welfare applicants to public sector agencies provided that these
are preceded by data subject consent to such usage and are processed
lawfully and fairly.8 Liaison with the Royal Mail (over requests to re-direct
mail) and with the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (over lost and stolen
d ri ve rs’ licences) would also make impersonation fraud hard e r. Fa l s e
applications in the names of genuine persons at their own addresses, where
credit instruments are later picked up by guile or intimidation (though the
latter would have to terrify householders into quiescence if it is to benefit
fraudsters for long), are harder to combat except by handwriting analysis
across applications. Faster communication of ‘hot card’ data on lost and
stolen cards can play an important role in preventing successful fraudulent
applications for retail store cards and other ‘instant credit’, for which they
are often used as supporting evidence of creditworthiness.9

2. First-party fraud on an existing, maybe legitimately obtained
card
However reluctant we may be to ack n ow l e d ge that almost everyone is
c a p able of ‘succeeding’ with one fraudulent ‘hit’ (though there may
theoretically be some criminal justice consequences as well as repayment if
categorised as ‘fraud’), it is difficult to see what can be done to prevent it,
8
9

Information supplied to Councils that are used for secondary purposes not declared at any time may contr avene the
Data Protection Act even if used for crime prevention purposes.
We appreciate, ho wever, that to the extent that bank card issuers are facilitating an alternative to the use of their
own products, the prevention of retail credit fraud has a real opportunity cost to bankers.
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other than for credit reference agencies to continue to give bad references
for previous debt, thereby preventing repeat offending against the same or
other credit grantors. Early identification of ‘bad debt’ and ‘fraud’ patterns
on own-card use–for example, by monitoring spending patterns and other
credit scoring techniques–may reduce the size of fraud per card, which is an
important form of fraud prevention.

3. Stealing a blank card during the movement/delivery process
The prevention of this has been an area of major success, at least in the UK
where addresses can readily be post-coded and audited for theft and fraud
risk. Secure delivery and branch-pick up by-passes corrupt postal staff and
also addresses that have open access such as blocks of flats and student
residences (though sometimes at the risk of bank staff fraud on cards that
have not been picked up quickly). Such frauds will re-appear if the system is
discontinued.

4. Stealing a card in the course of another crime
This is partly a function of general levels of crime, but we recommend more
specific targeting of prevention initiatives–including card-holder education–
upon modes of crime commission (e.g. theft from cars) and ‘hot spots’ in
which (a) cards are most likely to be stolen, and (b) stolen cards are most
likely to be used fraudulently. These data will have to be collected by cardissuers and then passed on for central aggregation and analysis for focused
localised and/or national ‘card awareness’ and crime prevention campaigns.
Although some card-losers may not know or may not tell the truth, it may be
helpful for all card-issuers to collect data on whether the cards are lost or are
stolen and, following some systematic risk analysis, to prioritise ‘hot card’
efforts even more scientifically than at present.

5. Finding a lost or stolen card
In the absence of more routine biometric Card-holder Verification (CVM), it
is hard to see what can be done about this, other than ch a n ging card holders’ care levels. Rewards for finders of cards may encourage collusive
first-party fraud (and data would have to be kept, though charging customers
for replacement would reduce the incentive to collude). There is no
evidence about the extent to which those who find cards use them
fraudulently.
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6. Collecting card details from merchants and re-encoding
The continuation of existing merchant fraud lists, backed up by proactive
analysis of merchanting patterns to review the danger signs of trading that
m ay result not just in plastic but also in other fo rms of credit fra u d .
Additionally, end-user utilisation can be addressed by measures against Card
Not Present fraud, which seeks ‘points of compromise’ to isolate the staff
membe r rather than simply the fi rm invo l ved–a t ask in hibited by
m a n agement info rmation that centralises the fi rm ’s fraud losses in one
location. (Though to change systems to combat this problem alone might
not be cost-effective either for the retailer or for the banks.)

7. Counterfeiting to deceive a normal merchant
In the medium term–between full roll-out time of ‘smart’ plastic cards and
their possible decryption and re-encryption at some unknown point in the
f u t u re – c o u n t e r feiting should cease to be a significant pro blem unless
merchants are allowed to key enter transactions or use the magnetic stripe
as a fallback, thereby by-passing the chip. High coercivity is important for
improving card reliability, and–as in the case of Sky satellite subscription
cards where the company had a ready alternative in the case of security
failure–it will be important to have an alternative ready in case the chip is
c o m p romised, gi ven the speed with which the modus opera n d i o f
breaches can be communicated globally via the Internet and fraud can be
committed on globally recognised cards in places distant from re t a i l e r
education sites. In the short term, continued training for proper recognition
of genuine cards and proper examination of core authenticity features such
as embossing will be necessary.
Looking more generally at fraud prevention strategies, in our view, a drift
away from the motivation to defraud is unlikely in the short or medium term,
unless higher levels of social integration and of legitimate financial services
employment occur than we anticipate. Even if more policing resources are
forthcoming and judicial attitudes change, plastic fraud will remain a lower
police detection probability and a lighter sentence probability than other
comparable crimes, though there is ample scope for tying in proactive,
intelligence-led policing and better liaison between retailers and police to
increase the downside risks for offenders who currently face little more risk
than the loss of a readily replaceable card. All control mechanisms are likely
eve n t u a l ly to become known to fra u d s t e rs, especially if they re q u i re
widespread training of retail and/or bank staff, though there may be little
that the fraudsters can do about them (e.g. the remote alteration of floor
limits or the random/systematic checking of transactions in a band below
the floor or cheque guarantee limit). Though retailers have a legitimate and
sometimes conflicting interest where fraud prevention measures affect their
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costs and trading patterns, especially in Card Not Present cases where they
are charged back the losses but sometimes have insufficient knowledge to
make an informed risk decision, we must emphasise that ‘ownership of the
problem’ lies largely with the banks even when the frauds occur in the retail
environment. But some of what we regard as key approaches to combating
plastic fraud are as follows (in no order of priority and with some internal
inter-relationship).

Specific recommendations
1. Action by card issuers
1.1 Proactive monitoring of account behaviour will be indispensable, as
the proportion of frauds committed before the card is reported lost or stolen
increases further (unless technological developments discussed in the next
section disable purchases by persons other than the genuine card-holder, not
just in the UK but internationally).
1.2 Develop methods of tying in the card-user more closely to the valid
c a rd-holder at point of sale transactions. If we care about arre s t i n g
fraudsters -- both for its own sake (for retribution, to reduce one source of
income fo r organised cr ime groups, and/or as a tactical means to
incapacitate high-rate offenders) and to increase the opportunity cost of
attempting fraud, which currently is very low–card issuers should extend
Card-holder Verification and the ‘capturing’ of personal ID details. The CVM
(Card-holder Verification Mechanism) may take the form of some biometric–
e.g. fingerprints at point of sale checked against those personal data on the
new chip card–both to prevent transactions succeeding and to leave forensic
evidence for automated search and proof in court.10 Iris-scans and voiceprints are less useful for search and arrest, since they are not included in
police records, but they can be used as a preventative method. If arrest is
less important (or if realistically conducted market research demonstrates
that there is heavy consumer resistance to relatively intrusive identification
technologies), the card industry should explore again the viability of chip
cards and some CVM such as PIN at point of sale, though we accept that
there may be some ‘shoulder-surfing’- or electronic copying of PINs and
subsequent obtaining of the cards by stealth or violence.11
1.3 Investigate training of telephone credit application and authorisation
staff to be sensitive to cues of speech and incongruities of statements and
a t t r ibutes of ca ller s , to help pic k out the potential fra u d s t e r. 1 2
10

11

12

To the extent that potential offenders expect to fail secure biometrics, they will not attempt to do so. It is not
suggested that there should be an on-line link to police databases here: quite apart from any data protection rights
this would violate, the whole point of chip card technology is that it permits off-line checking rather than
expensive, real time on-line authorisation.
We are told this is particularly common in Denmark and South Africa. It is the parallel of the rise in armed robbery
that occurred when safes were secured, making the theft of cash in transit the only weak point (for those not
sophisticated enough to defraud).
Given the increasing use of centralised call-centres, this might become easier, despite high staff turnover, though
this emphasises the point that many crime prevention techniques pr ovide reducing benefits over time, since such
techniques will inevitably become known to some fraudsters, though they may not be able to do much to combat
them.
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1.4 Critically test and re-test issuer and acquirer responses to emergency
calls of concern from retailers, to check that the banks are responding in the
way they say and believe they are.
1.5 Likewise, with data broadcast to check (and have as target objectives)
transmission time from cardholder report to arrival on hot card file.
1.6 Make sample queries to cardholders who report late relative to the
number and elapsed time of fraudulent transactions on their cards: even if
no ‘first party’ fraud is suspected, it may be possible to check on their prior
‘card loss’ experiences with this issuer and with other issuers and give them
some advice on reporting sooner if there is a next time. Obviously this raises
inter-issuer competition questions, but improving the speed of customer
reporting must be a real objective, since fraud on lost and stolen cards will
remain the major component of the ‘plastic fraud problem’. Part of this may
also involve industry-wide agreements on charging for replacements–for
example, after the second or third loss–even if this does run counter to the
‘report first’ advice. (If card-holders find their original card subsequently,
they can be reimbursed or the loss can be disregarded.) There would have
to be some ‘trusted third party’ industry mechanism for holding data on
card-holder losses, or the ‘three strikes and you pay’ rule could be avoided
by simply changing card loyalties. We accept that this is cumbersome, but
the UK maximum liability of £50 for lawful card-losers–which anyway is
seldom imposed, and absolution from which is actually the focus of
advertisement by some card issuers–gives little systematic incentive for rapid
reporting.
1.7 ‘The industry’ should be encouraged to continue to refine Management
I n fo rmation Systems (MIS) to enable it to focus educational, situational
prevention, and policing efforts on highest risk geographical and business
sector areas. Thus, refined data on where–geographically and by criminal
modus operandi–stolen cards are most likely to be used and used heavily
would help to focus attention cost-effectively on local anti-crime initiatives.13
The value of the MIS is inhibited for cross-industry measures because it lacks
data especially in the following areas: reasons for charge-backs (which vary
b e t ween card issuers); Point of Sale entry mode (e.g. PAN–i.e. Pri m e
Account Number–key); time of transaction (where patterns may appear);
primary crime details such as circumstances of card loss; whether the card
had CVM (Card-holder Verification Mechanism) or CAM (Card Authentication
Mechanism) and whether or not these were used for authorisation. Data are
also needed at the level of store or even individual, rather than the retailer in
the aggregate; and about the level of disputed individual transactions, since
this can be a key to individual staff members running through extra (often
small) transactions after some time has elapsed, and then pocketing the
equivalent in cash from purchases. Some of the data will be known to the
13

We appreciate that there may be some displacement, but there is unlikely to be total displacement.
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merchant acquirer and may result in fraud prevention issues being addressed
between acquirer and merchant, but the pattern is unknown to the industry
at large.
1.8 A centralised, ‘rapid response’ group, possibly under the APAC S
umbrella, should be formed to deal actively with emerging problems. The
latter might include (a) pooling cases of ‘skimming’ and (b) liaising with the
police and, possibly, high-risk retailers (though the latter could be done by
merchant acquirers). Police might be seconded to such a group, which
could be located either at APACS or at the National Criminal Intelligence
Service (NCIS), which has a national remit for counterfeiting intelligence.
Continuous monitoring of the Internet will be necessary to reduce the risk
of ‘phantom’ firms capturing card-holder details for later counterfeit use,
though given that the impact of this may be global, the involvement of the
major card schemes (currently Visa, MasterCard, and American Express) is
important also. In the future, this might become more necessary still to deal
with ‘attacks’ on smart card systems which threaten not only economic
losses to card issuers but also public perceptions of the integrity of the
system and a consequent impact on the acceptability and profitability of
automated banking strategies.

2. Action by card issuers, acquirers and retailers in the
retail environment
2.1 Develop a potential for checking more thoroughly the identity of those
who order goods and services in Card Not Present situations such as
telephone and mail order purchases. If personal identifiers were mandated
rather than being used only when suspicions were aroused–for example, by
using the Code 10 authorisation request for suspected frauds–then this
might be useful, though general use would make the identifier less safe: at
the least, to re q u i re fra u d s t e rs to be more systematic, they should be
required to quote their CVC2/CVV2 numbers from the card. Under current
contractual arrangements, such transactions are usually charged back to the
retailer if not paid for–even when initially authorised by the card issuer–so
very few individual losers are victimised sufficiently often to make it coste ffe c t i ve for them to invest in preve n t a t i ve tech n o l o gy such as data
matching. Meanwhile, retailers should be discouraged from supplying goods
to places other than the home address of card-holders, provided that they
know what that address is: they currently do so usually at their own risk
(with–as stated to us–many computer firms losing £20,000 per annum and
some individual mail order firms losing large sums, though others can check
customers out on their own sophisticated internal credit systems).
2.2 Enhance awareness of store staff14 in following card procedures, reducing
14

This can be done in partnership between the banks and retailers.
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the ambitions of fraudsters’ attempts and therefore losses per card.
2.3 Help to identify and generate evidence against staff fraud, which may
require video and/or manual surveillance15 unless circumstantial evidence
from analysis of ‘points of compromise’ is overwhelming and rules out any
alternative explanations.
2.4 Incentivise particular activities by rewarding the vigilant and those who
prevent the greatest losses, with praise and/or with money. For example, it
is inherently dif ficult to deal with ‘skimming’ other than through retailer cooperation, and alertness in looking at the card number printed on the card
receipt and comparing it with the number on the front of the card itself
should be rewarded by more than the normal £50. This will also increase
the objective and subjective ly defined risks for potential fra u d s t e rs in
‘skimming’. Although most–precise fi g u res are unava i l abl e – c a rds are
‘arrested’ as a result of automated checks rather than following proactive
retail staff vigilance, incentives should apply at the point where they are
most likely to have an impact, i.e. the actual store staff member, and as soon
as possible after the incident: otherwise, excluding any ‘just desserts’
considerations, if card rewards are used by businesses to increase their
income, there is little motivation for staff to do more than merely decline the
transactions.
2.5 Increase hot card capacities and more widespread sharing of ‘hot card’
files.
2.6 Restrict, if not prohibit altogether, PAN-key entry (i.e. typing in card
details at the point of sale), to prevent the evasion of smart card microchip
protections. Another possible way of dealing with the fallback pro bl e m
might be to mandate additional security checks if PAN-key entry is used. We
still suspect that it might be a considerable period of time before the great
majority of retailers (by number, not turnover) have chip-reading point-ofsale equipment. There may also be competitive issues that if the cards do
not work consistently in one location, customers may go to others where
they do. High card quality is a necessary component of this.

3. Actions by the police, in partnership with issuers,
acquirers, card schemes and merchants
3.1 Greater efforts might be made to connect ‘runs of use’ by teams, for
example by fingerprint, modus operandi, CCTV pictures and handwriting
analysis as well as by informant-generated data. (Though there may be limits
to this, since it is hard–without inside information or surveillance logs–to
15

The Data Protection Registrar takes the view that normally individuals should be informed of the presence of
monitoring or surveillance equipment, for example by using signs. However, Section 28(4) of the Data Protection
Act allows covert sur veillance where to inform someone of the presence of such equipment would substantially
damage the prevention or detection of crime, or the apprehension or prosecution of offenders, when there are
reasonable grounds for believing that criminal activity is occurring.
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connect offenders who simply work together casually.) To some extent,
partly in the aftermath of the first ‘Levi report’ and the ACPO Working Party,
this is being done with cheque fraud, but we are in danger of leaving the
greater problem untouched in what amounts often to merely lip service
towards a slowly declining sector of ‘the fraud problem’. CCTV and other
methods of imposing proper audit trails on pro c e d u res are import a n t
components of this process, both as part of proactive investigations and in
persuading local traders to store videos for longer periods than the norm, as
has happened on the initiative of the police in South Wales and in an
increasing number of other force areas: technical and cost changes in data
storage should make this easier and cheaper, eventually permitting digitised
scanning of photographic records post-arrest to build up a pattern of activity
by suspects. Such audit evidence increases the probability of guilty pleas
and further savings in costs and time for witnesses.
3.2 Continue with arrest packages by cheque/bank squads, treating plastic
fraud as a significant crime itself, and also appreciating that treating plastic
fraud as part of a system of financing and organising property crime can
yield dividends in intelligence linkages to other crimes for gain such as
burglary and robbery. Forces involved in ‘intelligence-led policing’ may find
easy pay-off unlikely unless the card user is the original thief: otherwise, they
may have to use the fraudster to get to the card ‘fence’ who in turn may
i n fo rm a gains t th e ori ginal pre d a t o r y criminal, pe rhaps fo l l ow i n g
surveillance. Ho wever, quite apart from any logistical problems in practice,
one might question whether the fence was not more important than the
burglars and thieves in disrupting criminal markets, whatever the short-ter m
difference to the clear-up figures for burglary and theft.
3.3 Selective investigation and prosecution policy, including the use of
‘sting’ operations against dishonest traders, to enhance the risks for collusive
merchants and liaison schemes with high-risk retailers to secure arrests of
attempted fraudsters at the point of sale.
3.4 There is scope for co-ordinating police, bank and retailer activity by
making greater use of local data. An example is robbery where, at least in
London, approximately one in five street robbers obtain plastic cards in the
course of their taking whatever the victim has. Since the victim knows
immediately that they have lost their cards (though the police might have to
prompt them with a ‘did you lose any cards?’ question when the primary
crime is reported and get them to find an existing receipt, since many
people will be unable to remember their card numbers), not only can the
card be blocked very soon, reducing the motivation to rob and the benefits
therefrom, but also given that most robbers operate very close to where they
live16 (and possibly spend money close by also), shopkeepers in the area
could be gi ven better links to banks and to the police: cards stolen in
robberies might be communicated rapidly to merchants on a ‘special alert’
16

We are grateful to Professor Ken Pease for this observation, and for the robbery data.
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basis, and the banks could gear themselves up for special handling of
authorisations for those cards. Since those offenders are also high volume
offenders–and though there are no data on how many of them use or pass
on to other offenders the cards they steal or on how often they do so - their
arrest might have a significant effect on levels of robbery as well as on
plastic card fraud losses.17 At the least, there should be a marked reduction
in losses per card obtained by ro bb e ry and an opportunity for all to
demonstrate their concern to deal in partnership with a high-seriousness
local crime. Cards obtained by robbery are only a small proportion of the
total losses to issuers–we cannot give more precise figures because neither
individual institutions nor APACS collectively keep data such as these–but
this is an illustration of where card data can be important in crime reduction
and arresting offenders. Some controlled experiments along these lines
would be worthwhile.
3.5 The original six recommendations of the ACPO Working Group (set out
earlier) should be re-examined and, unless there are sound reasons to the
contrary, implemented.

4. Action by government
4.1 Implement a rational and intellectually consistent crime re c o rd i n g
system which treats each use of a cheque and plastic card as an individual
crime, ‘debited’ separately to each force/division at the point of use: some
‘first party’ fraud may be legally ambiguous, but it is difficult to see how card
transactions made after a card has been reported lost or stolen can be
properly classified as anything other than criminal. In principle, the same
analysis may be made of unsuccessful attempts to defraud, again provided
that the card is reported then or later as having been lost or stolen.18
4.2 Further attention should be paid to the amount of resources allocated to
the important area of inter-force crime that falls below the sophistication
threshold or outside the self-selected parameters of the National Criminal
Intelligence Service or the new National Crime Squad, but that requires too
much investigation to interest the average divisional or even force CID.

17
18

The chances of them being caught on any one occasion may not be very high, but the more frequently they offend,
the more likely they are to be caught at some stage.
It may be that such frauds are actually committed by the card-holder but this seems little different from noting that
some reported and recorded burglaries and robberies are actually insurance frauds. We strongly welcome the
current government’s moves towards more honest and illuminating recording of crime statistics, and towards the
proper recording of multiple-victim frauds as multiple offences. However, even under such a rational recording
system, the greater proportion of plastic fraud will remain unreported–because card issuers, merchants and
merchant acquirers do not wish to overload the police with cases that they do not expect to have any arrest
outcome–and therefore will remain unrecorded.
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Discussion
As we observed earlier, there is unlikely to be any one form of control that
would eliminate plastic fraud in the long term: from what we know of the
culture of offending and the history of crime prevention, experimentation by
new entrants as well as by existing offenders is likely to erode the impact of
technical prevention over time (see Ekblom, 1997, for example). Moves
towards improved Card-holder Ve ri fication Mechanisms at point of sale
would control the use of lost and stolen cards, because few offenders would
have the resources to displace overseas, and because–provided that PAN Key
entry of card details at point of sale were strictly controlled–counterfeiting
would not be available as a displacement activity. There would obviously be
some robberies and threats (as at ATMs) to obtain PINs to go with the taking
of genuine cards 19 but provided that the victim reported the loss of the card
and that blocking was quick enough, the average loss per card would drop
markedly because the window of opportunity would diminish. Biometrics
would be stro n ger still (with threats pre s u m ably effe c t i ve only in the
n o rm a l ly unsuper vised env i ro n m e n t – for the present–of ATMs ) as a
protective device: fingerprints would have a stronger link ex post facto with
police systems,20 but ‘false negative’ rates, i.e. the rejection of requests
because of system malfunction would have to fall substantially before these
become socially acceptable. One consequence might be some slightly
greater delays for consumers at check-outs, but the economic consequences
of this vary considerably between retail outlets, with some smaller outlets
being disadvantaged by fraud controls. When major retailers can offer cashbacks on plastic cards (partly to reduce their own money-handling charges)
and banking services at the ch e ck-out counter, some might see it as
inconsistent to use ‘customer resistance’ as an argument against delays
caused by bank cards.21
It is not only retailers who may resist attempts of card issuers to cut their
losses by imposing controls. Patterns of ‘ownership of space’, for example
the privatisation of railways, which has brought the policing of trains into a
more commercial framework, are important. There have been spates of
thefts of one card from wallets in the pockets of jackets hung up in first class
compartments (and of the jackets themselves). It has been suggested to us
that crime prevention ef forts in this context have been less robust because
privatised railway companies may be more concerned about the negative
‘fear of crime’ publicity that is required to get passengers to take precautions
19

20
21

It is not difficult for planned offenders to disguise themselves against CCTV identification at ATMs, unless some
voice-recording (with subsequent voice IDmatching)– excluding the PIN–is added, which would also be useable at
resolving ‘phantom withdrawal’ disputes. We have not examined the cost-effectiveness of such measures and this
risk may not merit general installation at present: the danger is that it would put users off the new technology
altogether.
European privacy rights would permit on-line checking against police records in only the most serious of entries (if
then).
Though the fact that retailers are prepared to sustain heavy losses on their own retail cards rather than give credit
processors longer to examine the account and account-holder suggests that concern about business lost through
waiting is genuine.
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than about reducing crime. This is merely an illustration of the way in which
wider socio-economic changes can alter the practicalities of the prevention
of fraud and of other crimes. Our study details the ways in which card
issuers and card schemes, merchant acquirers, and retailers have combined
successfully to reduce plastic fraud at a time of dynamic expansion of card
ownership and use: this all too rare illustration of demonstrable mediumterm success in crime reduction has been hard and expensively won, with
the pending roll-out of smart cards being merely the most visible sign to
consumers of industry investment in the credibility of its products. A low
end estimate of the scale of threats to commerce should preve n t i o n
m e a s u res fail may be deduced from the number of attempted fra u d s .
Unfortunately, general data on attempted fraud on lost and stolen cards are
not kept. To illustrate the actual threat, during 1997, CIFAS – the Credit
Industry Fraud Avoidance System – which lists frauds on specific names and
addresses on an on-line computer file - had reported 31,107 frauds on banks
(of which half were attempts), and 28,221 frauds on retail credit (of which a
quarter were attempts, demonstrating the greater difficulties of prevention
in this highly competitive sector where credit decisions have to be made
ve r y quick ly): a rise of 23 per cent over 1996. For the small cost of
membership and the much greater cost of staff time in processing reports,
members reported direct prevention benefits of £21.3 million in banking
and £9.4 million in retail credit from these checks for 1997 alone. One can
only speculate on the level of successful fraud if checks were not known by
those motivated to defraud to be in place, since there would be little
discouragement for criminal expansion.
We anticipate that the level of plastic fraud will again rise significantly above
the £100 million mark–and in many respects, the ratio of fraud losses (i) to
turnover and (ii) to the number of cards in circulation is a better measure of
the impact of such fraud22 –but we hope that our efforts in tracing the
h i s t o r y and impact of these planned responses to crime and risk will
encourage a search for collective solutions of this kind not only among all
the parties invo l ved in plastic fraud prevention but also within other
‘industries’ who have fraud and non-fraud crime problems.
Despite the growing popularity of commu n i t a rian philosophy and the
enthusiasm of some politicians for broad conceptions of who is entitled to
be a ‘stake-holder’ in corporate activities, there are limits to the fruitfulness
of crime prevention partnerships (involving perhaps reduced ‘primary
crimes’ as well as fraud losses) where the costs and benefits are distributed
unevenly among different parties. It has been argued in some quarters that
the police should not be expected to pick up the bill for the fall-out from
the risk-management activities of corporations (as in fact they do only to an

22

The ratio of fraud losses to card industry profits might be useful as a trigger to enthusiasm for prevention, but apart
from any practical difficulties in disclosure of such data, this would need comparison with the ration of burglary/car
crime costs to ‘affordability’ for individuals and businesses, which are not currently measured.
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extremely limited extent–see further, Levi and Pithouse, forthcoming). That
assertion might have some appeal as a crude way of rationing scarce police
resources away from comparatively wealthy victims, but since most forms of
theft, burglary and even violent crime arise because of the (intentional or
inadvertent) risk management practices of individuals in where they travel,
live or go for entertainment, there seems to be no logical reason why the
police should not also withdraw from dealing with those offences.23 Both
we and the plastic card industry accept that the primary responsibility for
fraud prevention is theirs. But one issue that remains unresolved is what
contribution the public sector–principally the police, but also other antifraud agencies who possess data that are relevant to credit granting decisions
–is to play in supporting private sector efforts at fraud prevention. It seems
clear to us that the process of offender adaptations to industr y fra u d
prevention measures and vice versa will continue, and that quite apart from
their direct losses to fraud, the financial services industry will have to
continue to spend on fraud prevention in order to reassure the public that
their investment in high technology banking will not lead to unacceptable
levels of risk, including the risk of impersonation of genuine card-holders by
fraudsters. The primary cost must fall on the financial institutions–who
anyway are in the best position to control their losses–but the centrality of
plastic payments to the routines of modern economic life means that the
reduction of plastic fraud is a proper part of the problem of security and
order in contemporary society.

23

In absolute terms, many crime victims–for example, those living in poor ‘social housing’–may have little economic
alternative to their current lifestyle and area of residence. But many others do ha ve some choice but are not willing
to blight their lives by behaving in a totally risk-averse way.
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